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Project overview 

Silverlake is a 227ha multi-phase development of sustainable holiday homes built on 
a former mineral extraction site in Dorset. Phase 1 was completed in Sept 2018. The 
management & monitoring of  wildlife & habitats is secured for the lifetime of the 
scheme with a detailed conservation management plan updated every 5 years.

What were the biodiversity conditions on site, prior to the enhancement?

Prior to HFG taking over quarry site, it was managed by Aggregate Industries with a 
5-year Review of Old Minerals Permissions (ROMP) in place. Following the 5yrs 
there was no ongoing commitment to site management. Areas that had been 
restored >20 yrs ago had not received suitable management & heathland areas 
were being lost to birch/gorse encroachment & tree planting was lost beneath gorse 
growth. The Silverlake restoration plan delivers onsite net biodiversity gain with the 
management of the habitats & species on site  guaranteed for the lifetime of the 
development through a detailed Landscape & Ecological Management Plan. 
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What were the reasons behind this project ?

The management of a site ensures the success of its green infrastructure assets 
and biodiversity value. All too often assets & mitigation are put in place with no 
plans for monitoring or maintaining them. A biodiversity management plan is 
essential to maintain & enhance the species & habitats on site but also to ensure 
the additional features/habitats that HFG install are cared for sensitively in the 
long-term. Ongoing monitoring is crucial to determining any impact of the 
development  on habitats & species over its lifetime so conservation efforts can 
be focused where needed & the needs of people & nature can be balanced.



What were the biodiversity measures taken?

The Silverlake Landscape & Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) is a detailed 
document covering all areas from the built environment to the nature reserves. 
Management prescriptions are clear to enable any user to know what must be 
undertaken to protect & enhance each area & at what time of year. The LEMP is 
reviewed & reissued every 5-years.

Prescriptions include issues such as hedgerow works – the plan ensures no works 
are undertaken in bird breeding season but that winter works take into account 
dormouse hibernation.  Heathland grazing must be managed carefully to create a 
habitat that  continues to support nesting Nightjar, Woodlark, Dinghy mocha moth 
& reptiles – all with differing habitat needs. The LEMP is therefore detailed enough 
to cover all these issues & explains why the management must be carried out in 
the way set out, even when a task may seem onerous. The LEMP is put together by 
the HFG Chief Ecologist with management of designated sites agreed with Natural 
England & the document being approved by the unified council. 

Ongoing management costs for LEMP work are covered by a Service Charge 
payable by homeowners, ensuring that the management can be continued for the 
life of the development & that green infrastructure & features installed for wildlife 
are maintained & that all designated sites are maintained in favourable condition.

Wildlife audits for Breeding birds (incl. Nightjar); Bat; Dormice, Odonata; Heathland 
& Mire plant communities; Butterflies & Moths; Reptiles; Amphibians (incl. GCN) 
are undertaken annually  and the results submitted to the council to assess any 
impacts (positive or negative) of the Estate on its wildlife. The audits include all 
features installed for wildlife & allow Silverlake to target its conservation efforts.

The LEMP & management were a key factor in the Building with Nature Full Award. 
The 5yr LEMP was completed & approved by all external parties in December 2018.



Further information

The development is set to create 87ha of new habitats & coupled with the existing 
habitats & species of conservation concern, requires careful management to ensure all 
are conserved for the future. This is achieved with the LEMP & with independent wildlife 
auditing, all overseen by the HFG ecologist. HFG work closely with local Natural England 
representatives & the county ecologist. Habitat creation on site is landscape-led. For 
example, lowland heathland is one of Britain’s most important semi-natural habitats for 
wildlife conservation & is high biodiversity priority. A large belt of heathland/grassland 
mosaic is being created around Silverlake to connect with Warmwell Heath that is 
historically, relatively isolated. This should facilitate the spread of plants & animal 
species. The LEMP ensures that invasive, non-native species are managed for the future 
e.g. Pirri-pirri burr, Rhododendron. Without ongoing management (as would be the case 
under the ROMP) these species could spread uncontrollably & impact sites outside of 
Silverlake. The landscaping scheme has been carefully tailored to protect the developing 
& existing heathlands from plants which may spread & reduce the biodiversity value 
habitat.  Species-specific management plans are  in place for bats, dormice & great 
crested newts. As they age, developments  change & new species may appear & new 
management issues may arise. The LEMP, acting as a ‘living’ document, means changes 
can be integrated into the management schedule. This system of management & auditing 
has been run successfully at Lower Mill Estate, the sister site, for over 20 years. This has 
resulted in a wildlife-rich environment.
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What was the motivation for carrying out the enhancement?

All too often mitigation for wildlife is done as a box ticking exercise with no follow up 
care & monitoring put in place. Without ongoing care this type of mitigation is of little 
value & a waste of resources. Losing any of the habitats & species already at Silverlake, 
and missing opportunities to encourage new species on site, is unthinkable when the 
global and national biodiversity is under threat. Careful management of Silverlake into 
the future is a chance to put back what was lost by mineral extraction, plus a whole lot 
more! Management is vital to secure a genuine net biodiversity gain for the future.


